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Conscious Technology – Definition

A network of definitions, or the interplay of six facets:
1. Merger of the human body and technology (Cyborgs)

2. Implantation of intelligent computer programming in all our external technology (AI-IoT)

3. Appreciation of the dynamic relationship of technological advances and consciousness 

growth

4. Quality shaped by merger of the mystic's attitude toward the world and the technocrat's 

methods of organization of the world

5. A way to view things, as much as it is a new set of things to be viewed.  Just as the 

Industrial Age gave us a way to view resources, it also gave us a vast array of machinery 

to be viewed.

6. A condition of civilization wherein the majority of people and intelligent technology are an 

interrelated whole.  You would still be able to distinguish humanity from technology, as 

you can distinguish the color from the rose, but you would not be able to separate 

humanity from technology, just as you would not be able to separate the color from the 

rose.



Our eye glasses, 
microscopes, 
telescopes have 
affected our 
consciousness for 
years –

How might future 
technologies affect 
our consciousness?



Brain-to-brain interface demonstration 

The sender, left, thinks about firing a cannon at various points throughout 
a computer game. That signal is sent over the Web directly to the brain of 
the receiver, right, whose hand hits a touchpad to fire the cannon. Credit 
Mary Levin.B



Will we create our own Avatars to be our Cyber-selves?

Could this find 
your future 
each day?

Your own cyber 
clone?



Humans becoming cyborgs
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Conscious-Technology

Built environment becoming intelligent

When the distinction between 

these two trends becomes 

blurred, we will have reached the 

Post-Information Age



Fundamental Wicked Problem

= What is Life as a new kind of civilization
emerges from the convergence of these two
megatrends?

-> What kind of life we want?



Technology is concerned with the immediate and long-term
consequences of the relationships between machines and processes
on one hand,  and humans in society on the other hand.



Technology is not only
about machines and processes, 

but also about humans

With the fast speed of technological developments, 
technology foresight should be more highlighted
as regards emerging societal impacts



Technology is the material link
between humans and nature

Humans think

they can master this relation



Humans as Omnipotent

FUTURES SHOCK:

Does Future need Humans?   (Bill Joel /Wired)

Does Technology Evolve faster than Humans?



Conscious technology also

raises profound dangers

-> AI rapidly outstripping human intelligence

(able to rewrite its own code, weapons of mass destruction…)



Symbiosis means balanced co-existence
Greatest challenge
is for symbiotic humanity

Futures research should aim at 

Homo Humanus – new human

-> thinking ethically, acting responsibly Ossip K. Flechtheim (1966)

We must actively shape the evolution of conscious-technology

-> in balanced symbiosis with technology and nature



Simplification/Generalization of History
and an Alternative Future

Age /
Element Product Power Wealth Place War Time

Agricultural 
Extraction

Food/Res Religion Land Earth/Res Location Cyclical

Industrial Machine Nation-State Capital Factory Resources Linear

Information Info/serv Corporation Access Office Perception Flexible

Conscious-
Technology

Linkage Individual Being Motion Identity Invented



If \ Then Internet of 

Things

Augmented 

Reality

Artificial 

Intelligence

Robotics Big Data Avatars with AI

and AGI

Internet of 

Things xxx

Augmented 

Reality xxx

Artificial 

Intelligence xxx
Robotics

xxx
Big Data

xxx
Avatars with AI 

and AGI xxx

Technology Synergies Affecting C-T 



What is the first thinking? And what
does the second think about that?



Future Mind: 
Artificial Intelligence:

Merging the Mystical and 

the Technological in the 21st

Century

published in 1989

introduced concept of

Conscious-Technology



The Preferred Vision of 

the future world of Conscious Technology

must convey transparent values and ethical considerations

- We must act consciously to keep these included

Welcome to
Future of Work/Technology 2050
Foresight Friday Session  lh 16
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